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Summary of results 

The overarching conclusion for the workshop was that the participants were generally positively disposed 

towards neuroscience, even if it has potential for dual use. The majority of participants were of the opinion 

that the positive aspects and potentials related to neuroscience outweighed the potential risks and 

negative consequences. At the same time, participants voiced the conviction that it mattered very little 

whether they worried or not; this development is going to happen and they will not have any influence on 

it. As the participants saw it, the military is going to make use of what research it finds relevant. 

Among the positive aspects that were most frequently emphasized about neuroscience, was the potential 

to improve lives and living conditions, the perspectives that it had of providing faster and more precise 

diagnoses, and consequently potential for more precise, efficient and effective treatment of various 

ailments and diseases. 

Whether the research results had potential for dual use or was indeed used by militaries or defence 

agencies were less important to the participants, than that research conducted with public funding, 

including EU funding, was benefitting civil society by improving living conditions and potentially saving lives 

etc. 

The support was, however, not unconditional or an expression of blind faith. On the contrary, in every 

round and across tables, the participants emphasized the need to have rules and frameworks for research 

and its utilization with ethical guidelines stipulating what can be accepted and what cannot.   

This insistence in putting up rules, frameworks and guidelines, was also an expression of a concern that 

participants expressed repeatedly, of the risk of losing control of the research and the resulting technology, 

and particularly the concern that the results could be abused was frequent. A reason for the need for 

regulation could also be found in the worry that neuroscientific developments could be used for various 

forms of manipulation of populations and politicians. Another frequent worry was that these scientific and 

technological advances would negatively affect our understanding of what is normal and what is 

pathological and in need of treatment. In continuation hereof was the fear that these scientific and 

technological developments could lead us to getting out of touch with our human nature and with what 

makes us human. 

It is worth noting that, though the participants expressed concerns about the prospects of dual use of 

neuroscience research, the examples they gave in that context were not their central concerns, nor were 

those of them that were recurrent, connected to the dual use potential in itself. Generally, the worries 

were more expressions of more broad apprehension towards the technological development as such.  
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Results from Round 1 – Research and Dual Use - Overall 

principles 

To get the participants warmed up, they were asked to write on  post-its what they thought when they 

heard the word “neuroscience”. The greater share of participants were positively disposed towards 

neuroscience. Words like “spændende” (interesting/exciting), opportunity and future were recurrent. A 

fairly large proportion could be said to be rather matter of fact about it, describing factual aspects like 

“knowledge about how the brain works” or “development of medicine”, while fewer were either scared, 

sceptical or ambivalent about it, pointing in particular to manipulation as a potential issue. 

In the first round of group discussions, the groups were asked what they thought about the fact that 

publicly funded research could potentially have dual use. Two groups were outright positive about 

neuroscience regardless of dual use perspectives, while the rest were still supportive of such research being 

conducted but ambivalent about the consequences of the potential for dual use. This seems to corroborate 

the results of the initial questionnaire survey from the day that most of the participants were not 

particularly concerned about the dual use potential of HBP research.   

In continuation hereof, the participants also expressed that they in general did not have an influence on 

such developments. Whether they worried or not about dual use, the military was going to use the 

research that it found useful. 

When asked what aspects of neuroscientific research and dual use they found problematic, it was 

particularly three themes that the participants addressed. One was that they worried that some of these 

developments could be used for surveillance, manipulation and control in different scenarios, but generally 

manipulation of politicians or populations. Second, there were worries regarding the creation of technology 

that would get out of control and that we would be unable to stop, metaphorically represented by the 

image of a super-soldier that was invincible. The third fear was that technological developments and 

capacities would lead to devaluing or getting out of touch with our human nature, the human factors that 

make us human rather than robots.  

All groups found research with potential dual use at once reassuring and problematic. They generally found 

it reassuring because such research could help save lives and improve quality of live broadly. Meanwhile, 

they found the uncertainty of what use the research results would or could be put to problematic and in 

particular the lack of control over it. This prompted several groups to emphasise the importance of 

frameworks and rules for the development and use of this research. 

Though most groups had reservations, this did not mean that the participants were against continuing 

neuroscience research with dual use potential. On the contrary, with the exception of one group, all groups 

argued that the positive potentials of the research outweighed the potential negative aspects related to 

possible future military applications. A recurring statement emphasized the inevitability of the results 

finding military applications, if they were in anyway relevant for this, but that it is not the organisation 

making use of the research that was determining for whether utilization was good or bad. So while the 

majority of the groups were in fact worried about the prospects of neuroscience results being used for 

military purposes, they also considered this an inevitability of new research, and that developing 
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technology and knowledge that could improve lives outweighed the associated risks.   

It was clear, that for the participants there were good uses and negative uses, and the distinction between 

the two did not necessarily coincide with civilian and military applications, respectively. Rather, good uses 

were generally uses which benefitted civil society, saved lives, improved living conditions and similar, but 

also helping soldiers with war trauma, saving lives in military action or helping protect society and 

democratic values, and similar.  

While there were worries regarding PSIM use of neuroscience research results, when asked whether it 

made a difference if the dual use consisted in using the results for defence or counter-terrorism purposes, 

apart from two groups, of which one was divided, all groups stated that they were in favour of this. But a 

frequent addendum emphasized the slippery slope that is justifying dual use with counter-terrorism or 

defence purposes, since this distinction can be very difficult to maintain. In addition, several groups wrote 

that this use is alright in democratic countries, which also implies that it should not be so in all countries.   

When it comes to the question of whether HBP should cooperate with research initiatives or organisations 

that work for or receive funding from defence agencies, the groups largely agreed that it should engage in 

such cooperation. A frequent explanation was that it was important to create the best conditions for 

research and furthering scientific and technological developments. But at the same time, the groups also 

variously emphasized the importance of putting in place frameworks, rules and ethical guidelines for the 

cooperation, ensuring reciprocal openness and ensuring that the cooperation is mutually beneficial, but 

also that the results of the cooperation are not used by either party for purposes that were contrary to the 

intentions, and first and foremost, that the research was targeted to civilian applications that would benefit 

European citizens.   

In the same vein, six of the seven groups agreed that it is not an issue if an organisation receiving funding 

from HBP at the same time conducts military funded research. Here it was emphasized that the condition 

was airtight separation between the two lines of research and ensuring that the research funding from HBP 

was used in civilian research to benefit the European population, rather than being used for military 

purposes.  

In general there were two points that were recurrent across all groups. The first and most important is 

‘ethical’ utilization of the research results, regardless of whether it is used for military or civilian purposes. 

This in turn depended heavily on the second point, which was underlined repeatedly: the importance of 

ensuring that research, development of technology, cooperation with other organisations and the use that 

the research is put to, is conducted within frameworks that stipulate rules for all of this, informed by ethical 

considerations and which also ensure that use abide by international conventions. 

In summary, neither the research nor its dual use potential was primarily a problem to the participants, 

because it can help people, save lives and improve living conditions; however it should not be used 

‘negatively’, i.e. to hurt people or manipulate people, decision-makers or policy-makers. That is to say, the 

participants were in favour of continuing the research, because of its positive qualities, which outweighed 

the negative risks that the research entails. But it is important that the research is conducted in order to 

help civil society and regular citizens, to improve living conditions and make life better, and that there were 

frameworks and rules as well as ethical guidelines for development and use of the research. Lastly it was 

important to the participants that the development of technology and knowledge about the brain does not 

remove us from our humanness and negatively affect our view of human nature. 
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Results from Round 2 – three areas of research 

Medicine 

To the five groups discussing the potential developments in medicine driven by neuroscience, the positive 

aspects were in particular the ability to develop more precise diagnosis and to medicate more accurately, 

thereby improving treatment of e.g. mental ailments. Also in focus was the prospect of being able to 

develop new medicine that treats more accurately and maybe being able to treat or cure diseases or 

illnesses that we cannot today. In continuation of both of these, was the central aspiration of being able to 

foster a better quality of life and relieve suffering. 

When addressing the negative aspects, focus was in particular on the risk of getting out of touch with ‘the 

humane’, i.e. medicinal treatment of essentially natural emotions or symptoms, and a fear of what is lost if 

medication is use in this way, a fear of streamlining or man becoming a machine and suppressing natural 

human emotional and physical reactions. 

When discussing the dilemmas that this development could cause, the participants particularly focused on 

what such medication would do to our understanding of what is normal and that maybe a ‘new normal’ 

could require medication of healthy people, which is in continuation of the discussion of the negative 

aspects. At the same time they were also well aware that the same medicine could be used for both good 

and bad purposes, and that such dilemma can be hard to avoid. 

When asked whether the positive aspects outweighed the negative, three out of the four groups that 

responded to the question, agreed that they did. The last group pointed to both the need to move on as a 

reason for continuing the research, but at the same time asking whether the risk of losing control is not too 

big a risk.  

To the question of whether they were concerned about this research being conducted, two groups were 

unconcerned, while one emphasised that on this topic there should be no cooperation with the military. 

The last group was ambivalent; it was unconcerned because of the advantages to be gained, but concerned 

because the consequences of the research are not known.  

Artificial intelligence (computer learning) 

There was great variation among the four groups discussing the positive aspects of artificial intelligence, 

though aspects relating to medical treatment and health were, in different guises, a recurrent theme; 

particularly earlier, faster and more precise diagnoses, which was addressed by three groups. Other 

positive aspects concerned precision in warfare, surveillance and anti-terror, avoiding human error, 

improving living conditions. 

When it came to the negative aspects of artificial intelligence, the most recurrent theme was the lack of 

control that it would create, e.g. in connection with autonomous weapons and stock trade as well as the 

risk of surveillance.  
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To the four groups, the dilemmas that occur with artificial intelligence were very much concerned with 

whether they would be intelligent and potentially smarter than humans and whether they would start 

making decisions either too fast or without considering the humane elements, which relates back to the 

question of whether it can be controlled. Also the question of whether it would help protect or control 

society was raised and whether it could in effect manipulate with humans’ free will. 

For the groups it was not as clear a choice to say whether the positive aspects outweighed the negative 

ones. While one group believed that to be the case, two groups answered both yes and no, while the last 

group answered that it depends on each situation. However, when answering whether this type of research 

being conducted concerned them, two answered no, while one answered yes and no, and the last didn’t 

answer. 

Brain-computer interfaces 

All five groups discussing brain-computer-interfaces except one, pointed to the ability of this technology to 

potentially help paralyzed people (re)gain mobility and the increase in standard of living that this would 

entail, when they were asked about the positive aspects of this development. In the same vein, the same 

groups also pointed to the ability to compensate for lost or amputated limbs, whereas three of these 

groups also addressed the technology’s ability to help improve understanding and treatment of people with 

mental ailments.  

The negative aspect that occurred the most was the fear that it would become possible to read someone’s 

mind, with four of the five groups emphasising this; especially in relation to manipulation and surveillance 

of thoughts. In three of the groups, the participants also pointed to a fear that such a development would 

risk removing what makes us human and in effect reduce our humanness. There were also worries about 

the distribution of responsibility when someone is equipped with a robotic limb, the limb or the person? 

To these groups, the most central dilemma that this development entailed was one of maintaining a 

humane view of what it means to be human, what constitutes an unhealthy or pathological condition and 

whether we should ‘improve’ people simply because we can.  

On the question as to whether the positive aspects outweigh the negative ones, three of the four groups 

agreed that this was the case, while two groups specified that it was dependent on topic or use in question, 

and one group stating that it feared a narrow-minded societal view of normality.  

Four of the five groups were, with the words of one of them, critically supportive of this kind of research. 

They gave reservations that can be summed up as: the research is alright, but it needs to be in accordance 

with some ethically informed guidelines and that take the dilemmas into consideration. The last group 

stated that just because something is possible, it does not mean that it should be done.  
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Cross-cutting  

There were some themes that recurred across all three areas of research. In terms of the positive aspects, it 

was especially the perspective of improving diagnoses by making them earlier and more specific and the 

ability to provide better medical treatment by means of a better understanding of various ailments and 

diseases. 

One negative aspect which recurred was the worry that by developing these new technologies and insights 

we would risk losing touch with our humanness, and the risk that our understanding of normality would be 

distorted because of these technological advances so healthy people would not be treated as such or that 

healthy and natural symptoms would be treated as pathological or unwanted. In addition, there were 

worries about whether we would lose control with the technology that was being developed and worries 

about surveillance. 

The dilemmas that were recurrently emphasised in all three examples were much in the same vein: these 

developments risk changing our perception of what is normal, perverting our view of human nature and 

making us start to treat natural emotions and symptoms as pathologies.  

Looking across the three example areas, the participants seemed, to use the words of one of the groups 

again, critically supportive. They largely considered the positive aspects to outweigh the negative ones, and 

while there were some worries regarding all three technologies, most of the participants were still in favour 

of further research.  
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Results from Round 3 – Questions to address in the future 

Top 10 questions: 

1. How do we avoid abuse of new knowledge / new methods / similar? Rules? Legislation? 

 

Theme: Ethics; Actors: Policy-makers; Number of votes: 24 

 

2. Who should prioritise in relation tot he economy? 

 

Theme: n/a; Actors: Policy-makers; Number of votes: 17 

 

3. Who has ownership oft he research results? 

 

Theme: Ownership of research; Actors: Policy-makers; Number of votes: 16 

 

4. How are you going to ensure that the research does not get off track? I.e. take another direction 

than the one ‘commissioned‘ 

 

Theme: n/a; Actors: Policy-makers; Number of votes: 16 

 

5. Economic gains for? Control who sells and buys 

 

Theme: n/a; Actors: Stakeholders; Number of votes: 15 

 

6. What ethical rules should the researchers / organisations working with the subject adhere to? 

 

Theme: n/a; Actors: Policy-makers, researchers; Number of votes: 15 

 

7. How can you ensure that the human with its natural “core”, which can act freely, is actually well-

informed about and can make qualified decisions whether or not to participate / let be helped / 

medicate in relation to new research? 

 

Theme: n/a; Actors: Policy-makers; Number of votes: 14 

 

8. How will politicians ensure an ethical/moral boundary for the project? 

 

Theme: n/a; Actors: Policy-makers; Number of votes: 14 

 

9. What ethical considerations could be established to avoid abuse of the research results? 
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Theme: Ethics; Actors: Policy-makers; Number of votes: 14 

 

10. Should we improve Man’s abilities just because we can? 

 

Theme: Ethics; Actors: Citizens; Number of votes: 14 

 

 

Across all questions there was a clear tendency towards questions being directed at policy makers and 

researchers, with 33 and 31 questions directed at each, respectively, which is far more than citizens and 

stakeholders with 17 and 14 questions, respectively. 

 Among the 10 questions with the most vote, a related tendency was visible, with eight questions 

addressing policy-makers and one at each of the remaining target groups (one question was overlapping 

two groups).  

As to the content of the most voted for questions, there was also a clear tendency, which follows some of 

the themes from the previous rounds. Of the 10 questions, half revolved around how to avoid abuse of the 

research results and what rules, ethics and morals should be observed and how they could be established. 

Two questions addressed ownership of research results and who stands to make economic gains from 

them. One question concerned how actually informed and qualified consent can be given in relation to new 

research, with another concerning prioritization of economy and the last asked whether we should improve 

Man’s abilities just because it is possible? 
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Key themes across rounds 

One of the most central themes that recurred across rounds and tables was that the participants generally 

approved of the neuroscience research being conducted regardless of its dual use potential, they also 

emphasized the need to put in place frameworks, rules and ethical guidelines for neuroscientific research 

and utilization of the results. 

When speaking of the positive potentials related to neuroscience, it was particularly the potential to 

improve living conditions and the perspective of being able to provide better and faster diagnoses, gain 

better understanding of mental ailments and potentially develop new and more targeted and thus efficient 

remedies, treatments or cures for diseases. Generally the most important thing was that the research 

conducted by HBP and other publicly funded research initiatives were benefitting civil society, saving lives, 

improving living conditions etc.  

Another general theme was that the worries and concerns expressed by the participants were less to do 

with the potential for dual use, and were more related to a general apprehension regarding the 

perspectives of general technological and scientific developments. The most frequent concerns and worries 

were related to whether we could control the research results and whether they would lead to technology 

that we would be unable to control, and that the results could be used for various forms of manipulation. 

The last frequently recurring worry was that the research and results could negatively affect our 

understanding of what is normal and what is pathological and in need of treatment. In continuation hereof 

is the fear of getting out of touch with what makes us human and our human nature. 
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Questionnaires 

Start of the day questionnaire 

Before the programme started on the participants filled out a questionnaire with four questions. The first 

question asked how concerned the participants were that HBP research could be used by others for 

political, security, intelligence or military purposes, on a five point scale from 1. “Not at all concerned” to 5. 

“Extremely concerned”. 13 out of the 31 participants answered that they were slightly concerned, and eight 

answered that they were moderately concerned. Only one was extremely concerned, while four were not 

concerned at all. The second question asked whether, if publicly funded research has dual use potential, it 

should still be allowed. Out of 31, 25 answered yes and only one answered no, and five that they did not 

know / wish to answer. The third question concerned whether HBP should cooperate with other research 

initiatives or organisations that receive funding from or work for defence agencies. 8 answered no, while 15 

answered “yes, but only initiatives or organisations in countries that have signed and ratified international 

treaties on e.g. chemical or biological weapons”. Five answered “Yes, the most important thing is to make 

progress in the research”. The last question asked whether the European Commission’s focus and 

commitment to open science should also be maintained with research that has potential for dual use. 21 

answered yes, six answered no, while four did not know or wish to answer. These results indicate, that 

before having been through the day, the participants were neither particularly concerned about the dual 

use potential of research in general, nor about that of HBP, though the results were indicative of a 

tendency that would be clear throughout the day: that to the participants regulation and frameworks were 

important for the continued confidence in this research, in this case specifically, that cooperation should be 

with initiatives or organisations based in other countries that have signed treaties and convention about 

e.g. chemical or biological weapons.  

End of the day questionnaire 

At the end of the day, the participants were again asked to fill out the same questionnaire as they did in the 

morning, to see if participating in the consultation had affected their opinion.1  

To the first question, as to how concerned they were about the dual use of HBP research, the participants 

were even less concerned in the afternoon, than in the morning, with 17 saying 2., that they were slightly 

concerned, which is four more than in the morning. Two fewer (six) said 3., moderately concerned and one 

fewer (four) said 4., somewhat concerned, while two said 5., extremely concerned. There were still four 

that said 1., not concerned at all. Meaning that they were generally less concerned than in the morning. 

To the second question, regarding whether to allow publicly funded research that has dual use potential, 

28 said yes, as opposed to 25 in the morning, and two said no, as opposed to one in the morning.  

To the third question on cooperation with organisations or initiatives receiving funding from or working for 

defence agencies, in the afternoon there were five saying no, as opposed to eight in the morning, while 

eight (three more than in the morning) said “Yes, the most important thing is to make progress in the 

                                                           
1
 There were two more filled out questionnaires in the afternoon, than in the morning, as some participants did not have time to fill 

them out in the morning. 
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research”. With 16, the largest share was of people saying “Yes, but only initiatives or organisations that 

have signed and ratified international treaties on e.g. chemical or biological weapons”, which was one more 

than in the morning. 

To the last question, as to whether the European Commission’s focus on open science should be 

maintained in cases where research has potential dual use, 27 said yes, which is six more than in the 

morning, with three saying no, which is three fewer than in the morning.  

As a general conclusion, in the course of the day the participants had grown more positively disposed to 

research with dual use potential and less concerned and positively disposed to cooperating with 

organisations and initiatives working for or receiving funding from defence agencies.2 

 

 

                                                           
2
 For full results, see annexes 4 and 5 
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Demographic profile of participating citizens 

The age distribution of the participants that participated on the day, is close to reflect the composition of 

the Danish population in general. The same goes for the representation of men and women.  

The biggest misrepresentation is in terms of education level of the participants. Only four among those who 

signed up for the workshop had primary and lower secondary education, of which 2 were confirmed and 

one showed up. In the other end of the scale, there was overrepresentation of people with master’s 

degrees or equivalent and doctoral degree. This misrepresentation is explained mostly by the complexity of 

the subject of the consultation.  

 

 

Data on the participating citizens: 

Age: Participants confirmed for 
the workshop 

Participants showed up for 
the workshop 

Percentage of the age 
group (general 
population) 

18-34: 9 9 26,5% (event) | 28% (PT) 

35-44: 5 3 9% (event) | 14% (PT) 

45-54: 9 6 17,5% (event) | 15% (PT) 

55-64: 10 7 20% (event) | 17% (PT) 

65-74: 5 3 9% (event) | 13,5% (PT) 

75 - : 6 6 17,5% (event) | 7,1% (PT) 

 

Gender: Participants confirmed for 
the workshop 

Participants showed up for 
the workshop 

Percentage of the gender 
(general population) 

Men: 22 16 47% (event) | 49,5% (PT) 

Women: 22 18 53% (event) | 50,5% (PT) 

Other: 0 0 0 
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Education  Participants confirmed for 
the workshop 

Participants showed up for 
the workshop 

Percentage of the age 
group compared to the 
general population 

Primary and lower 
secondary education: 

2 1 3% (event) | 26% (PT) 

General upper 

secondary education : 4 4 12% (event) | 15% (PT) 

Vocational Education 

and Training: 9 7 20,5% (event) | 30% (PT) 

Bachelor or equivalent: 8 4 12% (event) | 16% (PT) 

Masters or equivalent: 12 12 35% (event) | 9% (PT) 

Doctoral degree or 

higher: 9 6 17,5% (event) | 1% (PT) 

 

Geographical zone 
(percentage of 
population living in…): 

Participants confirmed for 
the workshop 

Participants showed up for 
the workshop 

Percentage of the age 
group compared to the 
general population 

City:    

Town:    

Rural:    

 

Other aspects of relevance in your country? 

Participants were not sorted according to the geographical zone they lived in, they were sorted according 
to the region they lived in, ensuring that all geographical parts of Denmark were represented, aiming for 
attaining geographical dispersion. 
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Annex 1 – Translated templates from round 1 

Group 1: 

What do you think about the fact that public research intended for civilian use can be used by the military or 

intelligence agencies? 

 It is frightening but probably cannot be avoided. 

 Research is necessary for the sake of fighting illnesses and furthering health in general 

 Can be used to help soldiers with war trauma 

 

Do you find it problematic or reassuring? Please explain (why/why not?) 

 We find it problematic if we “make” super-soldiers. 

 We find it problematic if we harm human beings. 

 We find it problematic in case of civilian use  manipulation of civilians. 

 Comforting if we can use it to treat/prevent illnesses – save lives. 

 

What, if anything, concerns you about the possible use of the research results by the military or intelligence 

agencies? 

 “The super-soldier” is a worrying thought (physical, mental change). That you remove the humane in a soldier. 

 Worrying if it can be used for surveillance of civilan citizens. 

 Manipulation of civilians is a problem.  

 

Does it make a difference if the use of the research by the military or intelligence agencies is for defence or 

counter-terrorism purposes? 

 In theory it is alright that it is used for defence or counter-terrorism, but “defence” can be a wide concept which can be abused. 

 As long as there are clear rules and compliance with conventions. 

It is difficult to distinguish defence/offence or counter-terrorism purposes. 

 

[…] Should the project collaborate with other brain research initiatives or organisations that work for or 

receive financial support from defence agencies e.g. the American “Brain Initiative” or the Chinese “China 

Brain Project”? 

 In brief: YES! Together better results can be attained. 

But there has to be clear cooperation agreements on premises and utilization of results and openness. 

 

Please explain why/why not? 

 Clear limits need to be set to avoid abuse of knowledge sharing. 

 Results should be open within ethically determined limits.  
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Can an organisation receive funding through the Human Brain Project for their civilian research, if they at 

the same time do military funded research? 

 We do not agree in the group. 

 Yes: cooperation advances results that can benefit all parties. 

 No: It is necessary to question motives and credibility. 

 

Please explain why/why not? 

 See previous answer 

 

Group 2: 

What do you think about the fact that public research intended for civilian use can be used by the military or 

intelligence agencies? 

 Not nervous – spend the money anyway 

 Not nervous – use the results well, not negatively. 

 Without influence 

 supportive, but worrying. 

 

Do you find it problematic or reassuring? Please explain (why/why not?) 

 Both a problem - and reassuring 

 [problem]  1. If it is used negatively. 2. Uncertainty 

 [Reassuring]  improve quality of life for all. 

 What, if anything, concerns you about the possible use of the research results by the military or intelligence agencies? 

 Making the human mechanical  forget the humane 

 Who decides who utilises the research results 

 What are the core values for utilization? 

 “Everything is allowed as long as it is in the name of growth” 

 

Does it make a difference if the use of the research by the military or intelligence agencies is for defence or 

counter-terrorism purposes? 

 No difference in Denmark [sic.] context (-and democratic countries) 

 Less worrying, if the purpose is positive 

 It can be culturally determined, that we do not think it makes a difference. 

 

[…] Should the project collaborate with other brain research initiatives or organisations that work for or 

receive financial support from defence agencies e.g. the American “Brain Initiative” or the Chinese “China 

Brain Project”? 

 Same ethical / moral foundation as the cooperating organisation 

 Sign moral codex 

 There should be a framework  consequences  punishment 

 It is good to positively influence others 
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Please explain why/why not? 

 To ensure not exchanging knowledge with organisations with “negative” intentions 

 

Can an organisation receive funding through the Human Brain Project for their civilian research, if they at 

the same time do military funded research? 

 Yes, because the purpose is decided at the end of the process. 

 Depends on the purpose of the military research 

 

Please explain why/why not? 

 A tendency to focus on the negative aspects of the military 

Value based 

 

Group 3: 

What do you think about the fact that public research intended for civilian use can be used by the military or 

intelligence agencies? 

 Public research is published anyway. For this reason it is not a problem. 

 Public research must still be published. 

 

Do you find it problematic or reassuring? Please explain (why/why not?) 

 Problematic: 

Conflict of interest money and power, abuse 

Manipulation of leaders and are decision-makers influenced 

1. supernation 

 Reassuring: 

Public resources, that are used for the military provides us with influence 

One supernation, which is invincible, and is thus ensured its position as world leader. 

 

What, if anything, concerns you about the possible use of the research results by the military or intelligence 

agencies? 

 Invincible universal soldier 

 Planning a military coup 

 Utilization of research, that was not the intention 

influence politically 

 Can the perfect soldier be stopped? 

 

Does it make a difference if the use of the research by the military or intelligence agencies is for defence or 

counter-terrorism purposes? 
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 Yes, 

 Prevention of terror and radicalism 

 A counter-terrorism purpose can often entail interventions in another country, which entails civilian losses. 

 

 […] Should the project collaborate with other brain research initiatives or organisations that work for or 

receive financial support from defence agencies e.g. the American “Brain Initiative” or the Chinese “China 

Brain Project”? 

 Yes, if… 

 International conventions 

 Ethical set of rules 

 

Please explain why/why not? 

 + saves more than are killed 

 ÷ Cannot foresee consequences of a “China” cooperation 

 

Can an organisation receive funding through the Human Brain Project for their civilian research, if they at 

the same time do military funded research? 

 Yes 

 

Please explain why/why not? 

 Openness about results 

 influence on the development 

 insight and knowledge 

 information and knowledge-sharing 

 knowledge-sharing will in the long term increase the standard of living globally 

 

Group 4: 

What do you think about the fact that public research intended for civilian use can be used by the military or 

intelligence agencies? 

 Inevitable that it will be used – which is positive 

 important that the democratic world possess the most vast knowledge – also military knowledge 

 

Do you find it problematic or reassuring? Please explain (why/why not?) 

 Ethical utilization of research is important both military and civilian 

 problematic in a non-democratic society 

 Discussion is important because curiosity is boundless – thus frameworks and use of research is necessary 
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What, if anything, concerns you about the possible use of the research results by the military or intelligence 

agencies? 

 Regulatory control and surveillance is not only positive. 

 

Does it make a difference if the use of the research by the military or intelligence agencies is for defence or 

counter-terrorism purposes? 

 No, the underlying ethics are still the same. 

 

[…] Should the project collaborate with other brain research initiatives or organisations that work for or 

receive financial support from defence agencies e.g. the American “Brain Initiative” or the Chinese “China 

Brain Project”? 

 As long as the framework is alright, there ought to be cooperation in order to get as much knowledge into the project as possible. 

 

Please explain why/why not? 

 [why] 

openness – knowledge about each other 

Development of research environments 

Better results 

 [why not] 

who controls 

 

Can an organisation receive funding through the Human Brain Project for their civilian research, if they at 

the same time do military funded research? 

 Yes they can, but healthy scepticism towards conflicts of interest. 

 

Please explain why/why not? 

 [why] 

The amount of resources is larger 

 [why no] 

Possibly different focus on direction. 

Group 5: 

What do you think about the fact that public research intended for civilian use can be used by the military or 

intelligence agencies? 

 Good discussion. Knowledge has no borders, so we cannot prevent that the attained results are used by militaries.  

 But the research should target / be thought into the civil society to the benefit of the individual human being and society.  

 Remember: the military should be a part of the democratic society. 
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Do you find it problematic or reassuring? Please explain (why/why not?) 

 We do not agree. We are divided regarding: 

 1: Development of weapons to combat enemies is reassuring 

 2: Abuse in relation to ethical values – used in connections that were not thought of as part of the purpose. 

 

What, if anything, concerns you about the possible use of the research results by the military or intelligence 

agencies? 

 Don’t agree: 

 Worries regarding control of people/groups 

 Worries regarding disclaiming responsibility in among other things war. 

 Worries that others will get ahead in the research, so we will become victims / losers. 

 

Does it make a difference if the use of the research by the military or intelligence agencies is for defence or 

counter-terrorism purposes? 

 In a democratic context it is alright that the research is used. 

 Difficult questions. 

 Several in the group do not believe that it makes a difference, the worries are the same. 

 

[…] Should the project collaborate with other brain research initiatives or organisations that work for or 

receive financial support from defence agencies e.g. the American “Brain Initiative” or the Chinese “China 

Brain Project”? 

 We disagree. There is disagreement about: 

 1: Yes to cooperation regarding civilian purposes. 

 2: American and China do not distinguish between military and civilian research. Thus cooperation is worrying. 

 

Please explain why/why not? 

 Ad 1: cooperation is necessary to gain knowledge. The European project should be able to put in place a framework for exploitation of the 

results. 

 Ad 2: Difference in values and ethics in EU/DK and USA and China. Strange to cooperate with USA’s and China’s military, if we do not want to 

cooperat with the European military. 

 

Can an organisation receive funding through the Human Brain Project for their civilian research, if they at 

the same time do military funded research? 

 It is OK. But important with borders between the projects. Important to be critical regarding who one is cooperating with, as research is only 

research if there is a certain independence present. 

 

Please explain why/why not? 

 Research needs to be regulated, there need to be contracts. It is important to continuously underline the civilian purpose, the ethical values 

and that the projects should be of benefit for the European populations. 
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 We are aware that realpolitik-ally the results are exploited by militaries, but it should not be the primary purpose with the research. 

 

Group 6: 

What do you think about the fact that public research intended for civilian use can be used by the military or 

intelligence agencies? 

 Use of research for military or intelligence purposes is acceptable provided that the intention is to preserve and protect our democratic 

societies. 

 

Do you find it problematic or reassuring? Please explain (why/why not?) 

 “We will take the risk”. Problematic that the research is spread so widely that it can fall in the wrong hands and thus be used for manipulation 

of the human brain. 

 Reassuring if the research is used to save human lives, or minimise losses both civilian and military. 

 

What, if anything, concerns you about the possible use of the research results by the military or intelligence 

agencies? 

 Worrying if humans are deprived of their humane qualities. 

 Does it make a difference if the use of the research by the military or intelligence agencies is for defence or counter-terrorism purposes? 

 Yes, because we believe that it can be part of protecting our society and democratic values. The intention should similarly be to create peace of 

mind in the population.  

 

[…] Should the project collaborate with other brain research initiatives or organisations that work for or 

receive financial support from defence agencies e.g. the American “Brain Initiative” or the Chinese “China 

Brain Project”? 

 Yes. The importance of knowledge sharing. Possibly different perspectives. 

 

Please explain why/why not? 

 Necessary with cooperation to further develop the research and to put it into perspective. 

 

Can an organisation receive funding through the Human Brain Project for their civilian research, if they at 

the same time do military funded research? 

 Yes. One thing does not exclude the other. 

 

Please explain why/why not? 

 As a starting point, we do not see it as a problem than an organisation conducts research funded by militaries and civilly, respectively.  
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Group 7: 

What do you think about the fact that public research intended for civilian use can be used by the military or 

intelligence agencies? 

 It is probably inevitable that research is used by militaries sooner or later. 

 Some believe that it is a bad idea. 

 

Do you find it problematic or reassuring? Please explain (why/why not?) 

 Problematic because it is unknown how the research results are used. 

 * Should we intervene in nature in connection with the brain, at all? 

 

What, if anything, concerns you about the possible use of the research results by the military or intelligence 

agencies? 

 There needs to be ethical / political control with all research. 

 Better to support own civilian research and gain openness and transparency than surprises from others. 

 

Does it make a difference if the use of the research by the military or intelligence agencies is for defence or 

counter-terrorism purposes? 

 Yes, if it can be separated! 

 

 […] Should the project collaborate with other brain research initiatives or organisations that work for or 

receive financial support from defence agencies e.g. the American “Brain Initiative” or the Chinese “China 

Brain Project”? 

 Yes, but only under the condition that we have equal terms ethically / politically regarding exploitation of research results. 

 

Please explain why/why not? 

 As EU-research is publicly available we must have the same from other organisations. 

 

Can an organisation receive funding through the Human Brain Project for their civilian research, if they at 

the same time do military funded research? 

 No 

 

Please explain why/why not? 

 Funding from HBP must not be used by companies doing military research. HBP must not actively support military research. 
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Annex 2 – Translated templates from round 2 

TABLE 1, Medicine 

 

What are the positive aspects of this development? 

 Faster and better diagnosis and treatment 

 New treatments of previously incurable diseases 

 Better treatments of veterans 

 

What are the negative aspects of this development? 

 [Over/hyper]-diagnosing [overdiagnosticering, red.] 

 Removes the “human” part of the soldier / civilian 

  Abuse 

 

What kind of dilemmas will this development cause? 

 The same medicine can be used for both good and negative purposes 

 Challenges the concept of “normality” [normalitet, red.] 

 

Do the positive aspects outweigh the negative? Or vice versa 

 Yes the positive aspects are larger than the negative 

 

Are you concerned that this kind of research/development is carried out? 

 No, on the contrary 
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TABLE 2, Medicine 

What are the positive aspects of this development? 

 Improve quality of life, less use of animal testing, cure diseases, help the hospital service. 

 Improvement of behaviour. 

 Research to avoid medicine. Avoid inappropriate medication. 

 

What are the negative aspects of this development? 

 If it is abused. Side effects. 

 Can be given without consent. Everything that causes death and destruction. 

 Toxins – can have widespread effects. 

 Difficult to regulate. 

 

What kind of dilemmas will this development cause? 

 Cannot [avoid/prevent] negative aspects 

 

Do the positive aspects outweigh the negative? Or vice versa 

 Yes – otherwise we will never move on 

 No – you could lose control – who sets the boundaries?  [rammerne, red.] 

 

Are you concerned that this kind of research/development is carried out? 

 No because of all the advantages 

 Yes – not all the consequences are known 
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TABLE 5, Medicine 

What are the positive aspects of this development? 

 Differentiation in treatment of mental ailments. 

 Relieve suffering, but without removing the human nature. 

What are the negative aspects of this development? 

 Should otherwise healthy people be treated with medicine that increases their ability to perform and [effectivity/efficiency, red.]? 

 What is excluded from the brain if other areas are strengthened above capacity (love, presence, empathy?) 

 

What kind of dilemmas will this development cause? 

 Alterations to the human’s profile 

 Who is to decide what is normal and what is not? 

 

Do the positive aspects outweigh the negative? Or vice versa 

 Yes, as long as the dilemmas are taken into consideration. 

 

Are you concerned that this kind of research/development is carried out? 

 Same answer as previous topic [from previous topic: “not so long as dilemmas are taken into consideration and the intention is made clear”, 

red.] 
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TABLE 6, Medicine 

What are the positive aspects of this development? 

 Positive that laboratory animals are not necessary. 

 Disagreement about concentration enhancing medicine – it can be considered necessary in relation to demands of a study [drugs used for 

enhancing students’ ability to study, red.] 

 More precise diagnosis could be both positive and negative. Precise diagnosis can help improve life. Others believe that it is false 

[comfort/security]. 

 

What are the negative aspects of this development? 

 Streamlining [Danish: ensretning, red.] 

 Airborne chemical substances are dangerous 

 

What kind of dilemmas will this development cause? 

 Can mental ailments be formalized? [sættes på formel, red.] 

 

Do the positive aspects outweigh the negative? Or vice versa 

 

Are you concerned that this kind of research/development is carried out? 
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 TABLE 7, Medicine 

What are the positive aspects of this development? 

 Remove / relieve illnesses 

 

What are the negative aspects of this development? 

 You become distanced from the humane, if it is used to suppress [emotions/feelings] 

 Man becomes a machine 

 

What kind of dilemmas will this development cause? 

 Ethical dilemmas should be evaluated continuously 

 The knowledge that is gained can be used negatively – should the research be continued? 

 Who controls, who takes the medicine? 

 Can the soldier / the employee / the student feel pressured [into taking it, red.] 

 

Do the positive aspects outweigh the negative? Or vice versa 

 “More negative consequences / purposes than brain/computer-tech” 

 The development should not be stopped because of the negative aspects. 

 

Are you concerned that this kind of research/development is carried out? 

 On this subject, there should be no cooperation with military-funded organisations. 
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TABLE 3, Brain-computer-interfaces 

What are the positive aspects of this development? 

 Higher standard of living : exoskeleton 

 Regain [mobility/use of limbs] (Danish: førlighed) 

 Help paralyzed / blind /deaf persons 

 

What are the negative aspects of this development? 

 Can read minds – must never be possible (“empties the brain”) 

 

What kind of dilemmas will this development cause? 

 What if other superpowers can “mind read”, should we also be able to? 

 The control of resources 

 

Do the positive aspects outweigh the negative? Or vice versa 

 Yes 

 

Are you concerned that this kind of research/development is carried out? 

 Generally no : but mind reading is very troubling. 
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TABLE 4, Brain-computer-interfaces 

 

What are the positive aspects of this development? 

 Relieve illness / handicap – both physical and mental 

 Develop games / simulations 

 Relieve sufferings 

 [effectivity / efficiency] (Danish: effektivitet) 

 Training of pilots 

 

What are the negative aspects of this development? 

 Troubling to read peoples’ [minds/thoughts] without consent 

 Mind control (Danish: sindelagskontrol) 

 Manipulation – e.g. treatment of ptsd should be integrated, not remove memories. 

 

What kind of dilemmas will this development cause? 

 We already do profiling, but manually 

 Should we improve people, because we can… 

 Read [thoughts/the mind] of an unconscious, e.g. in inheritance cases (Danish: arvesager) 

 Privacy  

 

Do the positive aspects outweigh the negative? Or vice versa 

 From topic to topic 

 In relation to helping, yes! Not necessarily by improving.  

 

Are you concerned that this kind of research/development is carried out? 

 It is like cloning – you shouldn’t always just because you can 
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TABLE 5, Brain-computer-interfaces 

What are the positive aspects of this development? 

 Tools to strengthen physical ability, among other things in connection with handicaps. 

 In certain cases treatment of mental / neurological diseases, but with reservations for making up one’s mind [Danish: stillingtagen, red.] 

regarding the underlying causes/intentions. 

 Simulation training to strengthen appropriate reaction patterns. 

 Aids for soldiers in combat. 

 

What are the negative aspects of this development? 

 Risks that robotic limbs can be hacked. 

 Risk of taking away Man’s ability to think for himself (the free will / nature) 

 Change Man’s natural profile. 

 

What kind of dilemmas will this development cause? 

 What is a unhealthy condition? (homosexuality, dyslexia, etc.) 

 Should Man have free will taken away? (the right decide over [psyche/mind] and body) 

 

Do the positive aspects outweigh the negative? Or vice versa 

 Predominantly positive as long as dilemmas are taken into account. 

 

Are you concerned that this kind of research/development is carried out? 

 Not as long as dilemmas are taken into consideration and the intention is clarified. 
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TABLE 6, Brain-computer-interfaces 

 What are the positive aspects of this development? 

 Amputated limb – you get a new one. 

 Paralysis – functional impairments [are compensated (difficult to read, best guess, red.)] by technology 

 Mental ailments / depression is uncovered and is treated positively 

 

What are the negative aspects of this development? 

 Can read a human’s thoughts 

 External robot skeleton – is the human or the computer in control and who is responsible? 

 Humans should still be humans!  

 

What kind of dilemmas will this development cause? 

 Maintain human values and view of humanity 

 Positive regarding civilian purposes, but negatively dispositioned to the military ones 

 

Do the positive aspects outweigh the negative? Or vice versa 

 Fears an all too perfect society with narrow-minded conception of normality, but positive towards solutions to mental and physical ailments. 

 

Are you concerned that this kind of research/development is carried out? 

 If it is in accordance with the ethical guidelines, we are positively disposed to the civilian doings [Danish: gøremål]. 
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TABLE 7, Brain-computer-interfaces 

What are the positive aspects of this development? 

 That it is controllable in comparison with medicine 

 Many opportunities 

 

What are the negative aspects of this development? 

 Surveillance of brain activity -> abuse of knowledge 

 Manipulation -> control of population groups 

 Too much trust in a machine  

 Incorrect preliminary work 

 Reduces humanity (Danish: menneskelighed) 

 Invasion of privacy 

 

What kind of dilemmas will this development cause? 

 There is uncertainty -> the technology has positive opportunities, but can have negative consequences that are  

 hitherto unknown 

 

Do the positive aspects outweigh the negative? Or vice versa 

 The negative aspects should not stop the development 

 “Yes, the positive aspects weigh highest” <- agree 

 There appears to be more positive aspects than negative 

 

Are you concerned that this kind of research/development is carried out? 

 ”No” 

 “Yes, but am not against it” 

 Supportive, but critical 
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TABLE 1, Artificial intelligence 

What are the positive aspects of this development? 

 Faster diagnosing 

 Faster and better analysis of large quantities of data 

 Faster action towards pandemics / epidemics 

 

What are the negative aspects of this development? 

 Lack of control of e.g. stock trade / financial crises. 

 Lack of humane dimension 

 

What kind of dilemmas will this development cause? 

 Human errors are eliminated 

 Automatic decisions become too fast 

 

Do the positive aspects outweigh the negative? Or vice versa 

 Yes and no. 

 

Are you concerned that this kind of research/development is carried out? 
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TABLE 2, Artificial intelligence 

 What are the positive aspects of this development? 

 Earlier treatment and diagnosis -> more precise because of [unintelligible] (meaning of it is that treatment and diagnosing becomes better 

because of better data and data handling capacity, red) 

 Surveillance – creates [safety/comfort](Danish: tryghed) ? illness, [defence/defense] / avoid human error. Encoding 

 War = precision 

 

What are the negative aspects of this development? 

 Surveillance because of abuse of data 

 Manipulation of free will 

 

What kind of dilemmas will this development cause? 

 Doing without humane element 

 Where will we end? Will they be [smart/ intelligent] (Danish: kloge) 

 Abuse of data 

 Manipulation of free will 

 

Do the positive aspects outweigh the negative? Or vice versa 

 Yes development + research = progress 

 Nej ? the more computer the more stupid / less free will for humans. 

 

Are you concerned that this kind of research/development is carried out? 

 Yes  

 No 
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TABLE 3, Artificial intelligence 

What are the positive aspects of this development? 

 Better living conditions 

 Bullying / anti-terror 

 Fighting (youth) crime 

 School work (Danish: Skole arbejde) 

 Minimizing human errors 

 

What are the negative aspects of this development? 

 Surveillance / control 

 Marketing, targeted advertisements 

 Autonomous weapons – risk of failure 

 

What kind of dilemmas will this development cause? 

 Does one have surplus energy (Danish: overskud) to command / is it possible for one to comprehend/command / get an overview of all 

analyses and marketing? 

 Risk of “an A and a B team” 

 Privacy? Is it possible to opt out? 

 

Do the positive aspects outweigh the negative? Or vice versa 

 Yes. The believe in “the good” 

 Solves more problems than they create 

 

Are you concerned that this kind of research/development is carried out? 

 No, generally it is ok… 
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TABLE 4, Artificial intelligence 

 

What are the positive aspects of this development? 

 Help for everyday life 

 Fighting illnesses 

 Fewer clinical trials 

 Faster diagnosing 

 Robots in mine searching 

 Civilian resource savings  

 Precision in military  

 More jobs 

 

What are the negative aspects of this development? 

 Horror scenario from Hollywood 

 Autonomous artificial (Danish: konstel (sic.)) intelligence  

 Profiling -> guessing future actions is a problem 

 Automatic weapon systems 

 

What kind of dilemmas will this development cause? 

 Who is programming?  

What if it is infected with virus? 

 Listen to research / op eds (Danish: opinionsleder) 

 If we program it, can it becomes [smarter/more intelligent] (Danish: klogere) than us? 

 Protecting vs. controlling society 

 

Do the positive aspects outweigh the negative? Or vice versa 

 e.g. self-driving cars -> safer to automate, but freedom to drive a car (Danish: køre selv) 

 It depends on each situation 

 

Are you concerned that this kind of research/development is carried out? 

 No, but need for research in how we are prepared (Danish: rustede) / ready for artificial intelligence. 
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Annex 3 – Translated templates from round 3 

Insert the translated templates and vote count 

Table 13 

Themes 

suggested by the 

group 

Policy-makers Researchers Stakeholders Citizens 

Laws and rules International 

agreements 

regarding “cyber 

warfare” of 

different kinds (like 

the Geneva 

Convention) (12) 

  Citizens: What 

boundaries and 

guidelines should we 

allow regarding 

neuroscience? (0)  

Ethics How do we avoid 

abuse of new 

knowledge / new 

methods / similar? 

Rules? Law? (24) 

What defines 

“normality”? (10) 

What defines 

“normality”? (0) 

Who defines the 

concept “normality”? 

(1) 

  Researchers: with 

what ethics do you 

conduct you 

research? (6) 

Are the ethical and 

philosophical 

researchers 

involved in setting 

boundaries? (4) 

 

 

  

                                                           
3
 Numbers in parenthesis indicate the amount of votes each question received. 
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Table 2  

Themes 

suggested by the 

group 

Policy-makers Researchers Stakeholders Citizens 

 Are you doing 

enough to inform 

the country’s 

citizens about this 

HP (sic.) project (1) 

Does artificial 

intelligence make 

the world a better 

place or just more 

practical? (3) 

Economic gains for 

…? 

Control who sell 

and buy (15) 

Are you ready for 

more surveillance? 

(1) 

 Politicians must be 

involved, possibly 

legislate on 

military use of civil 

research (0) 

Researchers: their 

task is to do 

research. Ethics are 

good, but not a 

precondition for 

becoming a good 

scientist. The 

ethical questions 

should be handed 

over to others. (2) 

Research funded by 

EU funds becomes 

a good bargain for 

private companies. 

Is it okay? (6) 

Do you need 

machines to think 

for you? (1) 

 Control (0)  How much 

influence should we 

citizens have 

(without the proper 

qualifications) as to 

who or what is 

researched? 

 Define frameworks 

for where the HBP 

research and who 

it can be use by (1) 

Concerning 

medicine: 

Remember also to 

focus on how to 

limit medicine, and 

not just to develop 

it (3) 

  

 Are the ethical boundaries observed? 

(12) 

  

 Politicians should 

give economic 

support for greater 
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  More information for the citizens (1)  

  Openness between [yourselves/you, 

Danish: jer]. Dialogue between everyone 

(3) 

 

  Openness about what is researched into 

and the results is necessary (5) 

 

 

 

Table 3 

Themes suggested 

by the group 

Policy-makers Researchers Stakeholders Citizens 

Openness / 

knowledge-sharing 

Knowledge should 

be shared, must 

happen as openly as 

possible (legislation 

by politicians) (7) 

Research results 

should be published 

(4) 

  

 Let researchers tell a little about their 

research, and then ask the public to 

contribute with what direction the 

research should continue towards (4) 

 

Ethics Autonomous 

weapon systems: 

who is to teach the 

systems to learn? 

Should it be a 

human crew in the 

end? (2) 

Ethical rules  + sets of 

rules for when 

research is done on 

mice / rats / monkeys 

/ humans (3) 

  

 How will politicians 

ensure an 

ethical/moral 

boundary for the 

project? (14) 

   

 How are you going 

to ensure that the 

research does not 

get off track? i.e. 
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take another 

direction than the 

one “commissioned” 

(16) 

Participation 

(Danish: 

inddragelse 

  Organisations 

should participate 

together with 

professional 

knowledge about 

XYZ 

subjects/topics 

(Danish: emner) 

 

Economy How will politicians 

account for 

spending 1 billion 

euro on the project? 

(1) 

  Pays (0) 

Weighting civilian 

military purposes 

(interfaces) 

How will you weight 

civilian / military 

purposes? (3) 

   

 

Table 4 

Themes 

suggested by the 

group 

Policy-makers Researchers Stakeholders Citizens 

Ethics What ethical 

considerations could 

be established to 

avoid abuse of the 

research results? (14) 

  Should we 

improve Man’s 

abilities just 

because we can? 

(14) 

 Establish ethical rules 

for reading the minds 

of unconscious 

people (0) 

  Citizens. What do 

you want to buy? 

(0) 

 How do you integrate the “humane” 

aspect in the technology? (11) 
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 It is problematic to think that you can 

predict the future based on digital data (1) 

  

Frameworks for 

research and 

development 

Where is the industry? (3) Where are the 

researchers 

located? Are we 

excluding some? (1) 

How far should we 

go? When is 

enough enough? 

 We should be aware 

that we do not 

sacrifice privacy in 

favour of surveillance 

(3) 

We should 

research into what 

separates us from 

a possible future 

autonomous AI (0) 

Is it naïve to define 

a project as civilian? 

(3) 

 

  We should rethink 

the methodology 

of natural sciences, 

so it becomes 

more inclusive. (0) 

  

  We should not try to control peoples’ 

psyche or emotional life (2) 
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Table 5 

Themes 

suggested by the 

group 

Policy-makers Researchers Stakeholders Citizens 

 How can you 

ensure that the 

human with its 

natural “core”, 

which can act 

freely, is actually 

well-informed 

about and can 

make qualified 

decisions whether 

to or not to 

participate / let  be 

helped / medicate 

in relation to new 

research? (14) 

Do utilized results 

affect the free will? 

(can we decide for 

ourselves?) (5) 

What is “normal” 

(should people be 

put in boxes)? (5) 

What is a normal / 

abnormal human 

being? Who 

should be 

“helped”? (12) 

 Researchers should 

be consulted when 

laws are passed (3) 

   

 Could research be 

abused by ill-

willed? Can we 

tolerate that North 

Korea uses it? (1) 

   

 Who should 

prioritise in relation 

to the economy? 

(17) 

   

 How do we maintain discussing pros and 

cons of new neuroscience in a way that 

includes influence on non-measurable, 

qualitative humane values in the 

discussion? (3) 

  

 

Table 6 
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Themes suggested 

by the group 

Policy-makers Researchers Stakeholders Citizens 

People's 

enlightenment (3) 

Why isn’t there more 

information/debate in 

society about HBP, 

when it is so 

vast/expensive and 

affects all? (7) 

  How can the 

popular  

/democratic 

influence on the 

research and its 

results be 

maintained? (1) 

   Appeal to the 

individual citizen 

to take stand on 

these ethical / 

moral dilemmas, 

which are not 

directly political … 

but questions of 

opinions (Danish: 

holdninger) (1) 

Ethics and morals 

(3) 

Who takes 

responsibility? (13) 

Is The Danish 

Council on 

Ethics involved 

in HBP? 

Or is it the 

individual 

researcher’s 

ethics/morals 

that is applied? 

(2) 

 

  

When increasingly 

involving modern 

technology, who is 

responsible for the 

executed action / 

consequence? Machine 

or human? (1) 

Researchers: 

what ethical 

guidelines 

could your 

results 

transgress? (0) 

  

The Danish Ethical Council: The Danish   
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Ethical Council should be bigger and more 

visible in the daily news and have bigger 

weight in political decision-making 

processes (1)  

 

Ownership of 

research results (0) 

Who has ownership of 

the research results? 

(16) 

Who has 

ownership of 

the research 

results (1) 

Who has 

ownership of the 

research results (5) 

Who has 

ownership of the 

research results (2) 

 How do we 

ensure that 

research 

supports 

civilian 

purposes for 

the benefit of 

ordinary 

people in the 

EU? (1) 

Stakeholders: 

Pharmaceutical 

company (Novo 

Nordisk): Would 

you use the 

research to 

develop medicine? 

(0) 

 

Cooperation (0) Politicians: What 

criteria should a 

partner meet? (7) 

   

Information (1)  Information. 

What is it for? 

Impacts? 

(0) 

  

 

 

Table 7 

Themes 

suggested by 

the group 

Policy-makers Researchers Stakeholders Citizens 

 P: Legislation about 

ethical? 

B: Presentation about 

ethical? (1)  

Research ethics 

(1) 

 

Should 

pharmaceutical 

companies be 

more open about 

their research 

How do we ensure the 

individual 

characteristics and the 

right to have these in a 

future where the 
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areas? (5) human brain is 100% 

mapped and 

controllable? (12) 

 How can the 

population’s insight 

into what is 

researched and what 

it is used for, be 

secured? (7) 

Should ethical 

control be 

implemented in 

connection with 

Human Brain 

Project? And in 

that case, who 

should the 

“panel” be?  (0) 

 How can the 

population’s insight 

into what is researched 

and what it is used for, 

be secured? (3) 

 Who controls what 

purposes the 

technology is put 

towards? (3) 

  Who, in the future, is 

to define what 

constitutes 

sick/deviant 

behaviour? (12) 

 What guidelines are 

necessary to protect 

research results? (2) 

  Civilian / military 

cooperation in the EU 

under HBP auspice 

 Should we do 

that, when the 

US is going the 

other way and 

we want to 

cooperate? (0) 

 Should the basis for 

decisions be changed 

as to whether a given 

research area in HBP 

could also be allowed 

to include military 

purposes? (1) 

   

 What ethical rules should the researchers 

/ organisations working with the subject 

observe? (15) 

  

 Civilian / military 

cooperation in the EU 
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under HBP auspice 

 Should we do 

that, when 

the US is 

going the 

other way 

and we want 

to 

cooperate? 

(0) 
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Annex 4 – Results from morning survey 

QUESTIONNAIRE ON NEUROSCIENCE AND DUAL USE 

(mark the answers that you agree with the most with an X) 

1) Does it make you concerned that the research from the Human Brain Project could be used by 

others for political, security, intelligence and military purposes? (choose one option) 

Not concerned 

at all 

Slightly 

concerned 

Moderately 

concerned 

Somewhat 

concerned 

Extremely 

concerned 

4 13 8 5 1 

 

2) If publicly funded research have dual use potential, should it then be allowed? (choose one option) 

a. Yes  

b. No 

c. I don’t know/do not wish to answer 

 

3) As a European funded project we are not allowed to do military research. However, other research 

initiatives on the human brain may be funded by defence agencies. Should the project collaborate 

with other brain research initiatives or organisations that work for or receive financial support from 

defence agencies e.g. the American “Brain Initiative” or the Chinese “China Brain Project”?  (choose 

one option) 

a. Yes, the most important thing is to make progress in the research. 

b. Yes, but only if it is based in another EU member state. 

c. Yes,  but only if it is based in an allied country of the European Union  

d. Yes, but only initiatives or organisations in countries, who have signed and ratified 

international treaties on e.g. chemical or biological weapons  

e. No, the research project should not collaborate with initiatives or organisations 

funded by military or defence agencies.   

f. I don’t know/do not wish to answer  

 
4) The European Commission has big focus on open science, where research data and analyses are 

public for everyone. Should this also be the case with research that could have dual use potential? 

(choose one option) 

a. Yes 

b. No 

c. I don’t know/do not wish to answer 

25 

1 

5 

5 

0 

1 

15 

 

8 

 

2 

21 

6 

45 
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Annex 5 – Results from afternoon survey  

QUESTIONNAIRE ON NEUROSCIENCE AND DUAL USE 

(mark the answers that you agree with the most with an X) 

1) Does it make you concerned that the research from the Human Brain Project could be used by 

others for political, security, intelligence or military purposes? 

Not concerned 

at all 

Slightly 

concerned 

Moderately 

concerned 

Somewhat 

concerned 

Extremely 

concerned 

4 17 6 4 2 

 

2) If publicly funded research have dual use potential, should it then be allowed? (choose one option) 

a. Yes 

b. No  

c. I don’t know/do not wish to answer 

 

 

4) As a European funded project we are not allowed to do military research. However, other research 

initiatives on the human brain may be funded by defence agencies. Should the project collaborate 

with other brain research initiatives or organisations that work for or receive financial support from 

defence agencies e.g. the American “Brain Initiative” or the Chinese “China Brain Project”?  (choose 

one option) 

g. Yes, the most important thing is to make progress in the research. 

h. Yes, but only if it is based in another EU member state. 

i. Yes,  but only if it is based in an allied country of the European Union  

j. Yes, but only initiatives or organisations in countries, who have signed and ratified 

international treaties on e.g. chemical or biological weapons  

k. No, the research project should not collaborate with initiatives or organisations 

funded by military or defence agencies.   

l. I don’t know/do not wish to answer  

 

4) The European Commission has big focus on open science, where research data and analyses are 

public for everyone. Should this also be the case with research that could have dual use potential? 

(choose one option) 

a. Yes  

b. No  

c. I don’t know/do not wish to answer   

28 

2 

3 

8 

2 

1 

16 

 

5 

 

1 

27 

3 

2 


